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 >>  Well, good afternoon, everyone.

 I want to welcome you to our DVHTAC COVID-19

 special topic series.

 This week we'll be talking about rural

 communities and we're so good that you're able to

 be with us today.

 Before we get started, a couple of things,

 housekeeping items I want to mention.

 We will be recording the session today.

 And we also want to invite you to submit any chat

 questions, any questions that you might have

 through the chat.

 We do have ourselves and others that will be

 helping answer questions today so please feel

 free to submit any questions that you have now or

 as they come up along with our presentation.

 Additionally, I wanted to just pause for a moment

 and I want to just lift up our friends,

 colleagues and those that we serve who have been

 impacted by COVID.

 I know personally that I know a couple people

 that have had COVID and have not had a good

 outcome.

 So I want to lift them up.

 And also want to lift up those who have been
 historically marginalized in our communities.



 We all have experienced a lot over the last few

 weeks and months and know that it's been

 difficult.

 We also want you to know that the consortium is

 committed to being change agents and we want to

 be here for you to support you during this

 journey.

 So today we're going to lift up a few presenters

 that have amazing programs in rural communities.

 We're very thankful to have Paul Fockler from the

 northwest domestic crisis services joining us, as

 well as Nancy Bryan from Ruth's Cottage and the

 Patticake House.

 I'll be -- Patticake House.

 I'll be introducing at least one of them here in

 a few seconds.

 I should have mentioned when I first started, I'm

 Jill Robertson, with Collaborative Solutions.

 The other moderators are Shenna Morris from --

 and Marium Duranni from the National Resource

 Center on Domestic Violence.

 So you may know but if not, want to make sure

 that you know that we are part of a consortium of

 T.A. providers.
 We provide technical assistance around domestic



 violence and housing, and that comprises the

 acronym of the DVHTAC.

 We have need partners that are involved with our

 consortium, that is the Family Violence

 Prevention and Services Program from H.H.S..

 The Office of Violence Against Women, the Office

 of Victims of Crime, the Office of Special Needs

 Assistance Programs at H.U.D., and the U.S.

 Interagency Council on Homelessness.

 Our technical assistance providers are from NASH,

 from Collaborative Solutions, from the National

 Networks To End Domestic Violence, the National

 Resource Center on Domestic Violence, the

 National Sexual Violence Resource Center, and the

 Corporation for Supportive Housing.

 So should you have any questions or need

 technical assistance, please feel free to reach

 out to us.

 We'll share our website with you here during the

 presentation.

 Next slide, please.

 >>  So, good afternoon, everyone.

 This is Shenna Morse, as Jill mentioned, also

 with Collaborative Solutions.
 So before we begin our calls, we always like to

 take a moment to pause and acknowledge and keep



 at the forefront how homelessness continues to be

 disparately experienced by pool of color.

 And we know this is and has been a historical

 truth over time.

 So in a 2018 SPARK report which focused on

 experiences of homelessness, it was found that

 over 78% of people experiencing homelessness were

 people of color.

 So when you broke that down a little bit, the

 general population of the U.S. is almost 74%

 white, 12% black and 17% Hispanic, LatinX.

 So you can already see just in those numbers

 alone, the disparate impact that is being

 experienced.

 Additionally, the rates of American Indian and

 Alaskan native homelessness were also

 disproportionally high, so it was three to eight

 times higher than their proportion of the general

 population, and what we commonly know is that

 there is a common thread of domestic and intimate

 partner violence, sexual violence across genders

 and age ranges of people of color experiencing

 homelessness.
 So next slide, please.

 >>  Okay, so how does all of this -- or how has



 this disparity being exacerbated in a time like

 COVID-19.

 When we were looking at the experiences during

 this time, as of April 28th, about -- as of

 April 28th, black Americans were dying at

 2.times the right for -- 2.6 times the rate or 26

 deaths per 100,000 people.

 And we often know that, you know, people of color

 may be in rolls of essential workers, they're

 often living in very populated areas, areas where

 they are utilizing public transportation,

 generational care-takers and so it can be very

 difficult to social distance during a time such

 as COVID.

 And then we also know that this is exacerbated

 during this time as far as data sets not

 adequately capturing communities and their

 experiences.

 So many states have or are effectively erasing

 Native Americans from their data sets by

 classifying them as "Other."

 States tracking the demographic have found

 severely disparate rates of infection and/or
 death.

 So we can see this has further exacerbated this

 disparity around homelessness and the experiences



 of people of color doing -- during a time such as

 COVID.

 Next slide, please.

 Jill, I'm going to hand it back over to you.

 >>  All right, thank you.

 So additionally, we just want to highlight that

 research really is showing us that we have a lot

 of work to do, really.

 There is unfortunately a lot of segregation that

 continues.

 It is a fundamental cause of health disparities,

 communities of color disproportionately live in

 neighborhoods where there are food deserts and no

 grocery stores and lacking medical facilities due

 to historical racism, and discrimination.

 And red-lining, so we have to do better.

 We have to change this dialogue.

 Many people of color live in Federally assisted

 housing, including public housing, section 8, and

 often they live in segregated neighborhoods with

 less investments.

 And unfortunately, we see this all around the
 country, including in rural communities, and

 while we're not talking and focusing directly on

 this today, I'm sure that Paul and Nancy could



 speak to how racial inequalities show up in their

 communities and especially in rural America, so

 feel free to toss that in there, Paul and Nancy,

 as you're sharing about your experiences in rural

 America.

 Next slide, please.

 So it's my pleasure to introduce Paul Fockler.

 He's the Executive Director of the Northwest

 Domestic Crisis Service, Incorporated.

 This is located in Woodward, Oklahoma, and I'm

 going to let Paul tell a little bit more about

 himself and also, maybe, Paul, you could share

 where Woodward is and just give us kind of an

 overview of what you're seeing and how COVID and

 even some of the racial disparities are impacting

 your community.

 >>  Thank you so much.

 We're actually covering the ten northwest

 counties of the State of Oklahoma which is

 approximately 20% of the state, and we're

 operating two shelters, one in Woodward, one in

 Diamond, also, and we also have a permanent
 housing project, a long-term transitional housing

 project, and then six crisis centers spread

 throughout the other counties, so we're

 distributed throughout all 20 of those counties.



 I was asked specifically to speak about how we

 dealt with the COVID pandemic as far as providing

 services for victims of violence.

 Next slide, please, and I'll dive right into it.

 Oklahoma was kind of -- I don't want to say

 fortunate in that we had some warning prior to

 the virus hitting our state and it offered me an

 opportunity to really kind of think out what was

 going to happen in the State of Oklahoma, and

 specifically in rural Oklahoma.

 So I knew immediately that we were going to need

 policies for our staff to operate on,

 specifically is to work from home because I knew

 the Governor was going to do a shelter in place

 for us.

 And I knew from our funding sources that those

 working from home also have to have a

 justification for the work that they were doing

 so in addition to developing a telework

 agreement, I also instituted some performance

 outcomes or some measurements so that we can
 justify them still being paid from the grant

 sources.

 And then I knew that there were some positions

 that would also need some specific tasks or



 projects to work on because they weren't going to

 be in the courthouses all day long doing

 protective orders with victim and they weren't

 going to be sitting and doing groups as their job

 description might allow, so I had to identify the

 tasks that would be acceptable to the funding

 source that also provides a outcome for the

 agency and obviously was the time for our staff

 to update their skills through online training

 and that kind of thing.

 The other thing that I would knew we would have

 to address would be testing policies.

 Who needed to be tested.

 Where were they going to be able to get tested

 was a big question for the State of Oklahoma

 because that is one area where we really lacked.

 And then included for our employees.

 The guests in our shelters, board members that

 happened to be in our offices and volunteers if

 we had any but I made the decision back in Martha

 where he would not be using volunteers for the
 time being, that they were -- there was no reason

 to expose them and they needed also to be

 sheltering at home.

 Inside the shelter, we needed to address things

 like safe zones.



 How do you enter and exit in the shelter safely

 and keep everyone, including the staff and the

 other clients that are in shelter safe.

 When you walk in the door, you take off your

 shoes, you sanitize your hands.

 If you're bringing anything in with you to the

 shelter, you sanitize it, and then how do you

 practice social distancing in a very small

 shelter?

 And addressing issues such as how much and when

 and who is going to sanitize the shelters, and I

 left that primarily up to the shelter advocates

 working in the shelters.

 And food preparation.

 We don't have congregate food, meals prepared for

 clients.

 They do their own, so we had to visit and do a

 lot of work with clients as far as how do they

 develop a system where this family has the access

 to the kitchen for this period of time.
 The kitchen is cleaned and the next family has

 access to the kitchen.

 So we came up with expectations for our clients

 in that area.

 And another thing that was blatantly clear to Mee



 from the beginning was that geographic relocation

 was not good health policy, because we operate so

 many programs in so many locations, that it was a

 bad idea to be transporting clients from Woodward

 to the Diamond shelter and vice versa, and

 addressing that issue.

 We also had to identify what were accept

 acceptable reasons for staff or clients to have

 exposure in the community and to be out.

 Some clients still had to go to work, some still

 had medical issues and they needed to have those

 addressed which thankfully most doctors in this

 area moved to an online means of meeting their

 patients' needs.

 And then also what I'm working on now as far as

 policy goes is, how are we going to reopen and

 when are we going to reopen?

 And at what level in -- of decreasing in the

 number of incidents of COVID would indicate that

 it's okay for us to start opening our doors in
 our crisis centers, am I going to rotate staff.

 Am I going rotate the days that they work?

 I do know that our offices will not all just open

 at once.

 Texas County in Oklahoma, many people don't

 realize has the highest rate per capita of



 COVID-19 in the nation.

 It's a community of about 19,000 people, and

 there is over 1,000 positive cases in that small

 little community.

 So that will probably be the last location that

 actually opens up when we ever do open our crisis

 centers back for guests to come in.

 Next slide, please.

 Also identified that we really didn't have the

 technology available to my staff.

 We didn't have the capability -- I didn't know

 what all the staff's capability was and I know

 that my technology capabilities are very limited.

 I am not a techno geek, I had never really used

 Zoom until this began and I was spored to but I

 knew that I had people on my staff who did know

 how to teach me and how to teach the rest of the

 staff.

 We identified that we would need a platform for
 just staff to communicate from their homes, to be

 able to request documents, share information

 schedule times for pick-up and things like that

 in the platform that we chose and that we are

 using is GroupMe.

 And then staff need to have some means of seeing



 each other and having some interaction while we

 were at home and the platform that we choose was

 Zoom.

 It was also important to identify what are safer

 communications that we can still be providing

 services to our clients while keeping the

 interaction physical interaction a limited amount

 and we also decided that we would leave that to

 the clients' choice, which way did they want to

 communicate with us?

 Was that texting, phone, email, Facetime, Skype,

 Zoom, and then also we used Docusign as the main

 means of getting paperwork signed.

 So -- and then we also explained to our clients

 the risks with all of those different types of

 communications and what were the weaknesses and

 what are the strengths and leave it up to the

 client to how they choose to communicate with us

 in times of crisis, if they needed a protective
 order, if they had an individual session with us.

 And then also there were some clients because we

 were at such a remote location, often don't have

 internet access.

 They may not have cellphone service.

 That's nothing that was really new to us and

 maybe they had to use a landline to get a hold of



 this and then we would work out arrangements to

 meet their needs.

 We would mask up, glove-up and go out to the

 middle of nowhere to meet that client and get

 them to safety.

 And then also he vat waiting the physical

 equipment that your office has available to you.

 We were lacking, I knew it at the very beginning.

 What kind of cellphone policies do you have

 within your agency?

 Does your agency provide your staff cellphone use

 or do all your staff have laptops, do they have

 scanners, printers?

 And, like I mentioned earlier about with clients

 is also true for some of my staff who live in the

 more remote areas that they don't have internet

 access, so I -- they may have a cellphone but

 there is no internet provider, we are so remote.
 So for one, I had to actually create a --

 purchase a phone that could also be used as a

 hotspot so that was the best situation that we

 came up with for that person.

 Next slide, please.

 We had to also define how we were going to

 interact with our guests in the shelter.



 Clients at the courthouses because clients still

 needed protective orders.

 They still needed to see their counselors.

 And have those face-to-face, and then we also

 have to take into consideration the safety of the

 children.

 As we all know, children are very touchy-feely,

 they love to run and hug the staff, and after

 they just came in from daycare, so we had to have

 conversations with moms and kids about how do we

 stay safe.

 And then also keeping our distance within the

 shelters, putting in TVs in every bedroom so

 that clients didn't all have to share the same

 space in the livings rooms.

 That was just another way of helping clients

 distance from each other because, well, like I

 said, clients are still having to go to work and
 having interactions outside.

 We are also very privileged in that both of our

 shelters have a bedroom that has its own bathroom

 so if we needed it, and we had a positive case,

 we had the capability of providing the isolation

 for them in shelter.

 Thank goodness we have not had to use that but

 that capability is there.



 And then our other option was to use hotels for

 calls that we had with people who thought that

 they might be positive but they were displaying

 some symptoms.

 We only had to do that for three clients.

 That is where our connections with the use of

 E.S.G. funds came in very beneficial to us.

 Because we could use those funds to house client

 in hotels, providing it was safe for them, also.

 And then actually in those two weeks that we had

 them isolate, we also worked with their

 E.S.G. case managers and actually never came into

 shelter, we prevented that whole exposure there

 and by the time their two weeks' quarantine, if

 you want to say, was up, we had made

 arrangements -- they had made arrangements to

 have their own apartment and we would help them
 find what they need to set that apartment up.

 Also, it was very important for us to make the

 arrangements with hotels ahead of time so I have

 three hotels spread out in these ten counties

 that were willing to accept potentially positive

 clients, and establish guidelines as far as, you

 know, cleaning the rooms.

 None of the hotel guests or hotel staff were



 prepared to go in and clean the room if somebody

 was potentially testing positive for COVID but

 they would provide the Lynn not and Towles and

 our agency made sure and took care of the food

 needs of the clients, and that they had a way to

 prepare it.

 And that sometimes, you know, that meant just

 going out and picking up food from restaurants

 and taking it to them.

 It was very time-intensive.

 It was very tedious for the staff but they made

 it work, and the clients were safe.

 Next slide, please.

 And then consistency was very important for us as

 a group.

 We have 32 staff members, more than half of them

 working from their homes now, not having any
 interaction.

 So it was very important that we have at least a

 weekly check-up of our own mental health and

 interaction to see a face, so it was very hard

 for us to have to realize that just because they

 were working from home, doesn't mean they were

 always working or that they were expected to

 always be working.

 I encouraged them to take breaks.



 You know, go outside, take -- bake a cake, watch

 a TV show.

 I don't expect you to work 24 hours a day just

 because you're working from home.

 Find a healthy line in there and a healthy space

 within your own home where work is work and it's

 that N.that room and now I'm done working and I

 need to go interact with my family, take care of

 my own emotional needs.

 And then also be paying attention to the words

 that your staff are using when you have your

 weekly staff meetings which we do on Zoom, who is

 not adjusting well.

 The first month was rough for all of us, myself

 included.

 And it's easy to burn yourself out and that
 included myself, and my suggestion is, you know,

 if you're an executive director especially take

 care of you.

 We have made this work in rural Oklahoma but this

 is probably one of the hardest things I have ever

 had to do and I had to use my support systems

 within the state coalition and the national

 coalition, and then teaching myself to separate

 work from my personal life.



 It took a toll on me but I've found a happy

 medium, I think, and I think I'm emotionally

 healthy.

 But pay attention to your staff if they are

 working remotely, find a way for your staff to

 still have interaction with each other, encourage

 them to interact with each other and encourage

 them to not always feel like they have to be

 working just because that computer is there and

 that cellphone is there.

 When we set this up, I knew there was still going

 to be a need for my staff to have supplies and I

 took it upon myself, I was the one who went out

 and drove all over the countryside making sure

 that, you know, their printers had ink, they had

 the forms that they needed, different things like
 that, but if this continues, decide who is going

 to be the one to expose themselves and make sure

 the staff have what they need.

 What happens if their computer needs repaired.

 Suppose their cellphone quits operating, who's

 going to be the one who get out and exposes

 themself to this now?

 As far as clients, they haven't really liked

 working online with this but they're doing it and

 it is acceptable.



 And we let them choose the mechanism that they

 want to use.

 It's more difficult than others because a large

 population of the clientele that we work with are

 Hispanic.

 0% oft clients that we see every year are

 Hispanic, many of them are illegal immigrants and

 do not speak English so we had to make sure that

 we didn't overload our bilingual staff while they

 were working at home and I requested that they

 not take any caseloads that didn't -- that

 couldn't use anything but Spanish and save those

 four staff members -- three staff members to do

 the work only with our Hispanic-speaking clients.

 So that's kind of how we addressed it.
 Like I say, we're just now working on looking at

 our numbers, deciding when it will be safe for us

 to open back up.

 I don't think that's going to happen any time

 soon.

 While the larger metropolitan areas of Oklahoma

 City and Tulsa's numbers have leveled off and are

 declining, not so for rural Oklahoma.

 Obviously our numbers increase much slower than

 metropolitan areas but, unfortunately, in the



 rural areas, our numbers are still going up.

 That's what's happening in northwest rural

 Oklahoma.

 Any questions?

 >>  Thank you, Paul.

 >>  You're very welcome.

 >>  Doesn't look like -- I'm not seeing any

 questions in the chat right now so we can go

 ahead and move on to our next presenter, which is

 Nancy Bryan, the executive director of Ruth's

 cottage, which is a triple serving program

 located in rural south Georgia.

 So, Nancy, I'm going to hand it over to you, now.

 >>  Thank you, Shenna.

 Good afternoon, everybody.
 Welcome to south Georgia, so to speak.

 Ruth's Cottage and the Patticake House is a

 private nonprofit and we serve the Tifton

 Judicial Circuit in south Georgia, including --

 that's four countiesin the widest part of

 Georgia, Georgia being really the largest state

 east of Texas and we just have a lot of square

 miles, and the further south you go, the more

 rural it is.

 We are unique in being a triple program.

 The southern women that got together years ago



 and decided that somebody needed to do something

 around here for victims of family violence,

 sexual assault and child abuse, they envisioned

 from the beginning that it would be a program

 that would do everything, and that was their

 mission and where we are right now.

 If you look at that next slide, you can see some

 details more about our organization, what I

 didn't include on the slide is that we do have 26

 staff members, mix of full time and part time.

 We have three bilingual staff, and our staff

 diversity is we're mostly Caucasian, closely

 followed by African American and we do have four

 Latino staff members, so we're trying to do
 better about that.

 We think it's very important that we mirror the

 racial make-up of our service area.

 Most of our program services are around our

 domestic violence prevention program.

 We recently moved in to a brand-new facility and

 actually moved in on the very day the shelter in

 place order was given out by our Governor, so

 that was interesting timing for us, literally

 moving our shelter residents into the new

 building and simultaneously preparing for



 operation under COVID.

 The good news, though, the blessing of that is

 that this new building afforded staff bigger

 offices, more space, a large conference room.

 We have four large bedrooms, each with their own

 bathroom and three apartments with kitchens and

 bathrooms so we were able to segregate people out

 really well and so far, I've been very fortunate

 not to have any COVID connection between staff or

 residents at this time.

 Like Paul, we do have a plan, our pandemic plan

 is always a work in progress.

 I've revised it three or four times already now.

 We've taken measures to have residents sign
 agreements regarding their behavior and safety

 when it comes to COVID, and being in our shelter.

 Sorry for the phone ringing in the background.

 We take temperatures, we wear masks, we even had

 some custom-made masks ordered that have our

 organization's name and logos on the front to try

 to make it a little fun because nobody is looking

 wearing the masks.

 We've end been very fortunate in Tifton and in

 the County that our COVID rates are not very high

 but we're 45 miles away from Albany, Georgia,

 which has made national news for the record



 numbers of cases and deaths in that community and

 we border a county that's next to that one and

 their rate is very frightening, so we've done

 most of our service within Tifton county, we've

 not ventured out at all.

 Our legal advocates have been going -- have

 started meeting with clients again but they do

 this with safe distancing and they're doing it at

 our facility versus the ways they used to do it

 in courtrooms and small rooms in the courthouses

 and things like that.

 The judges have been different in their way of

 handling things.
 They have opened up the courtrooms to some

 extent.

 They're doing some things by Zoom.

 They're doing some things in the parking lot.

 It's just been a little weird how everything has

 adjusted but the need for temporary protective

 orders has really skyrocketed since all this

 began, and so our legal advocates have stayed

 busy and doing the best they can to provide those

 orders.

 We have also found our shelter to remain pretty

 full during this period.



 When we were sheltering in place, we pretty much

 kept people in, we didn't allow anyone out.

 Say we didn't allow them, we're not a jail but we

 strongly encouraged everybody to stay put.

 We didn't offer transportation for anything

 unless it was absolutely necessary.

 And that worked pretty well, and I think that

 everybody's very mindful of the danger and has

 been respectful of each other.

 We did have some staff that were at great risk to

 be severely affected should they get COVID so

 they stayed home for a period of time.

 We had some people working from home for a period
 of time, but right now, we are all back in full

 operation but under some parameters to keep us

 safe.

 So that's how we've handled things with that.

 Next slide, please.

 You can see where we are with the little nifty

 map there, in southwest Georgia.

 We are a very rural part of the state.

 Our counties have some of the highest poverty

 rates in the State of Georgia.

 We don't have a lot of housing options for folks,

 and that has always been an issue in entering

 COVID to make it even more difficult.



 One of the things that is really helped us in

 finding housing for folks is that I was able to

 find the funding to have one staff member whose

 entire job is housing.

 We call her our housing services coordinator and

 one of the reasons why she has been song

 E.successful is because she get out and about.

 We have discovered that finding safe housing that

 will accept some of our folks that may have some

 records, that may have poor credit histories,

 private landlords has been our answer and to find

 those folks, you really have to dig deep.
 If they're associated with a realty company, that

 comes along with a lot of rules, so our housing

 services coordinator has -- she goes out and she

 talks to people.

 She rides around in her vehicle and sees a little

 sign that says "Apartment for rent," and she

 finds out about it.

 The good and bad of being rural in small

 communities.

 So it doesn't appear that there are a lot of

 options but if you have the time and ability to

 make relationships with people, then you find out

 about these potential pockets of housing, and we



 have looked into meeting up with private

 landlords that have big hearts and they know that

 the challenges that these mostly ladies that come

 to them have, and they work with us.

 And as there are issues, we try to work with

 them, and that's been the most successful thing

 to me, that if you can find somebody that that's

 their full-time job, that's awesome.

 Before her, it was really hit and miss, and we

 did not do a really good job, I think, in finding

 good housing.

 We have been more proactive, thanks to her, and
 more time spent with each client before they

 leave or each resident before they leave our

 facility, going over in detail their budget and

 forecasting, are they going to be able to succeed

 when they leave us.

 And as -- and we counsel them and she counsels

 them and she stays in touch with them as they

 leave and does everything possible that they can

 stay in their safe spot.

 We've had issues with rental properties in

 general not being prevalent and then having a lot

 of rules and financial regulations that are not

 going to work for most of the folks that get

 jobs.



 It's going to be Walmart or Publix or local

 grocery store or fast-food places and they're

 simply not going to make enough to meet the

 requirements of these realty companies that

 operate rental properties for folks, and so,

 again, private landlords has been our blessing.

 Housing authorities, they try to work with us but

 they have their rules.

 The more rural ones in our more rural county,

 they have availability but then they don't have

 the jobs, so it's really a difficult thing and
 I'm very grateful that we have somebody that does

 that full time.

 On the slide, you can see some of the statistics

 for our area and our population numbers, and

 since we want to address the needs particularly

 of minorities, and in our area, excuse me, in our

 four counties, we have one county with a 40%

 African American population, our lowest is 28%.

 And when I look at our services, the predominant

 population that comes to our shelter are African

 American.

 The predominant race that seeks temporary

 protective orders is Caucasian.

 And so I think that shows us that there are, for



 African American families, perhaps in our area,

 less of a resource for housing and opportunity to

 escape domestic violence, except coming to a

 shelter like ours.

 I know, too, that recently we've been accepting a

 lot of folks fleeing from Atlanta, because they

 haven't been able to find places up there and

 they have come to us.

 One thing that has helped us a lot with housing

 and in general getting the word out is we have --

 we're a program that's very strong outreach and
 we have had to be very creative and getting the

 word out to our communities that we're here and

 we're here to help.

 Extremely challenging outside of Tift.

 Tift is pretty saturated as far as knowing about

 us and what we do, but in those three counties,

 especially if you look at those counties, there

 is a huge amount of land area and that's all

 rural.

 We struggle to reach those folks in those

 counties so we do things like, if there's anybody

 on the call from the south that may know the term

 Piggly Wiggly, which is the name of a grocery

 store chain in the south and so you might find a

 Piggly Wiggly in some of these little outlying



 counties and we contacted the owner and we set up

 a table and we just hung out at the Piggly Wiggly

 and we do that a couple of times a year, and that

 way we're reaching people, everybody's got to

 shop.

 If they don't have a lot of transportation, they

 walk to the Piggly Wiggly and we were able to

 share with them that we're here and here to help.

 Also ended up making a relationship with that

 owner of the Piggly Wiggly and as we are active
 in our local chamber and in the state of Georgia,

 we have a statewide family connection program

 from one of the things Georgia can brag about is

 having family connection in each of our counties

 and this is a collaborative that is made up of

 folks in each county that look at the issues in

 that county and they come together to find

 solutions, so we make sure we're at those

 meetings and so we get to know people.

 And when you get to know people, have those

 relationships, that's when you hear about

 properties.

 And, oh, is that what you do?

 Yes.

 We need places for these folks to go when they



 leave us.

 Well, I know So-and-So's got a house for rent and

 I know it sounds kind of simple stupid, but it is

 a way we have found to make connections with

 people that you wouldn't know about because they

 do not advertise.

 And that's been very helpful for us.

 With outreach being absolutely curtailed, most of

 the ways we do it because of COVID, I turn to

 commercials.
 We work with our local NBC and ABC afillate and

 we came up with a commercial to air that targeted

 people in rural and isolated areas.

 We spoke specifically to those who are Latino and

 those who are in places where they can't leave

 and need help and we encouraged them to call us,

 so I think that that's been very helpful.

 Our Latino population is probably one of our most

 growing and challenging.

 We have two families with us right now of

 undocumented moms who are being threatened by

 their documented husbands to come back home to

 them or they will have them deported and keep the

 children.

 It's a very cruel threat and a very real one and

 so we're protecting those folks and it is hard to



 get to those folks.

 They are afraid of us.

 One of our counties is Irwin county on the map,

 site of a huge detention center, very quietly

 sitting there and housing hundreds of folks, and

 so the threat is very real and we have a lot of

 frightened people.

 And so we're able to provide a haven for a short

 time but it's very difficult, especially to.
 Housing and safety for that population but we're

 doing all we can, and the bilingual advocates are

 a huge help in that regard.

 I really can't think of anything else to talk

 about.

 [Chuckling]

 >>  That's about it for me so if you've got any

 questions, please share those and know, too, that

 I'm happy to share any of our materials, our

 pandemic policies, and the forms that we use,

 employees and residents.

 I do a sheet every day that's just a check-off

 of, have you been exposed to anybody with COVID?

 Do you have a cough?

 You know, just kind of validating every day that

 we're checking in with everyone.



 We also have, like I said, that agreement that

 our residents are signing about their activity

 and behaviors and practices while we are under

 COVID, and I'm happy to share any of that and

 anything that we have with anybody that thinks

 that might could help them.

 Thank you for this opportunity to share.

 >>  Nancy, question for you.

 [Echo]
 >>  Yes, ma'am.

 >> As you have had to, particularly during COVID,

 I guess more quickly house people and develop

 those relationships with landlords, I see one of

 our comments in the chat of a challenge that

 someone has experienced around landlords wanting

 tenants who can pay their own rent or security

 deposit.

 Has the advocate that you all have been able to

 hire and work in the community kind of been able

 to help folks simmer, for a lack of any better

 words, around that kind of desire or need that

 someone be totally self-sustainable in providing

 those resources for themselves.

 Have the landlords been more willing and open to

 work with you all as an agency to provide that

 housing, and how were you able to make that



 happen?

 >>  Well, I do not think I've heard that we've

 had that problem.

 Our experience seems to be that if we can ashare

 the landlord that that's being covered, they

 don't care who it is that's writing the check.

 They are wanting immediate payment and we've been

 doing it for our folks.
 If they needed it.

 But not everybody has because we have not been

 turning loose of people until we have felt sure

 that they could financially carry this, and a lot

 of times we encourage them to have that ability

 to pay that deposit before they leave, and if

 they don't have the money for the deposit,

 we're -- we usually don't do everything.

 We have budgets for client assistance and when

 someone seems ready to go, we always encourage

 them to go ahead and pay for something on their

 own, to take that step, and then we back 'em up

 where we can and need to but I don't remember

 hearing any landlord say that that deposit

 payment had to come from the resident themselves.

 >>  And so I would almost wonder if it's kind of

 that reassurance from you all that you are



 working with the individual every step of the way

 to, you know, ensure that they are able to

 maintain that housing.

 >>  Yes, and I think that our housing services

 coordinator -- well, I know, she talks a lot to

 these landlords and it goes back to that

 relationship thing, and these landlords know that

 there's some risk with the folks that come from
 Ruth's Cottage and it's just the nature of the

 beast that not everybody is going to be

 successful, not everybody is going to be able to

 keep their job, and then things happen.

 And so there's always that risk.

 We have, frankly, burned bridges with some

 landlords where we've had people go in and behave

 badly and tear up facilities and we actually lost

 somebody that said I can't -- I can't do this

 again.

 And we apologized profusely and said, maybe we

 can talk again later and being more careful in

 whom we send to you.

 We try to be careful.

 We just can't know what folks may do when they

 leave us but we try to be very careful and insure

 before we move somebody into a property, and we

 wouldn't do it if we thought there was some risk



 that they would be damaging to that landlord.

 We're trying to preserve those relationships, and

 most of these landlords, it's not one landlord of

 one property, it's a landlord that has multiple

 properties and things that we want to keep in

 their good graces.

 [Silence]

 >>  All right, let's see.

 Looking at the chat here.

 So one of the questions that I see that has come

 up is, does your housing services coordinator

 have a standard informational letter that they

 give to landlords about the program or do they

 give a presentation?

 >>  You know, I think that that kind of a letter

 would be a fabulous thing to do and we are not

 doing that and I think if I was to ask Glenda if

 she is doing presentations, she would laugh at me

 because she would say, no, I could never do a

 presentation.

 Because she wouldn't think of it as such.

 Key is one-to-one talks with folks, and she goes

 in and meets with them and she probably wouldn't

 think of it as a presentation but that's probably



 exactly what it is.

 And I do think that an informational letter and a

 business card would probably go a long way to

 assuring a landlord, that if they stuck their

 neck out to take someone they may not have

 considered before as a tenant, that they have

 that lifeline back to you should there be any
 kind of incidences.

 I think that's a fabulous idea and I wish that we

 did and now I think I will start working on such

 a letter.

 >> Awesome.

 Paul, I'm going to pitch this other point over --

 question over to you.

 What makes controlling the spread of COVID very

 challenging for your rural community, or what

 has -- or what has that been like?

 What makes the spread of COVID very challenging

 for your rural county?

 I'm sorry.

 >>  I think it's going to be the same for

 everyone as it is here, and that is the attitude

 of the general population that, okay, we're not

 quarantined to homonym and businesses are

 starting to open back up and people are now

 practicing safe social distancing, and includes



 some of our clients that think that, oh, life's

 okay, we can go back to our life again.

 That is probably the biggest obstacle that we

 have to overcome.

 We actually had one client leave because she

 didn't like our requirements for the social
 distancing and she wanted to just, you know, go

 out and hang with friends and then come back in

 and that's just not acceptable to us, you know.

 There are other clients and staff members working

 in our shelters that are at high-risk

 populations.

 I'm in a high-risk population as far as -- I get

 this virus, I'm probably going to go down.

 So that's the attitude of many communities, I

 think, well, we're not locked up anymore and

 businesses are opening and we're just going back

 to life as usual.

 >>  Thanks, Paul, for answering that.

 I did want to just ask you if you would talk a

 little bit about your landlord engagement and

 maybe some special tricks that you have to engage

 landlords to help house your clients.

 >>  I'm just going to mirror Nancy as far as what

 she said, it's those relationships that are



 absolutely essential, and occasionally you do

 burn a bridge, kind of like she said, and then

 you just have to apologize profusely.

 But having those conversations with them one on

 one, liting them know you're not just paying for

 the first month's rent and the deposit and then
 you won't have any contact with them, you're

 going to support them up for as long as the

 client needs, maybe not financially all the way

 but helping with their budgeting and their

 management of their finances and sometimes it's

 even a matter of helping clients learn how to

 take care of a home because because they haven't

 before.

 But it's those relationships with the private

 landlords that has brought us the most success,

 and our E.S.G. case managers are going to agree

 with me 100%.

 >>  Great, thank you.

 >>  This is Nancy.

 I wanted to suggest one more thing, and I know

 that nobody's doing this right now but when we

 get back into the position of speaking to groups,

 any time -- and that's part of my role as

 director, I'm doing a whole lot of outreach so if

 I have a chance to talk to anybody from a church



 group to a Chamber of Commerce or civic club, I

 always bring up our need for housing, and you

 just don't know who may be listening and that's

 part of that -- the first step in developing

 relationships is people that come to these
 things, go to these churches and chamber meetings

 and rotary meetings, there are a lot of landlords

 out there that we may not know about so I talk

 about that as being a need because I go in and I

 tell them stuff that makes their heart break and

 they want to help us.

 So -- in trying to tell them how they can help us

 beyond writing a check, which is always

 preferred, I would say, if you have any kind of

 rental property that you would have open to us,

 that that is something that's a critical need,

 and so that's another way to possibly snag a

 landlord.

 >>  So, perhaps we'll transition and maybe leave

 out with some -- hearing from you all on this

 note.

 Have there been any practices that you've

 developed or implemented under COVID what you

 plan on keeping in the future, even after, you

 know, the COVID numbers reduce and we get back to



 some place of normalcy.

 What are things that you have developed that you

 intend to keep around?

 >>  I'll jump in.

 We have yet to receive our machines, augers for
 sanitizing but that's something once I actually

 do get them in my hot hands, we'll probably

 continue to use forever.

 I mean, because they're going to help with just

 the regular flu during flu season, that and

 sanitizing is just a good practice that up until

 now, we probably weren't that good at.

 But we will be and that will move forward

 probably forever.

 >>  This is Nancy.

 I agree.

 Some of the cleaning procedures, we haven't

 gotten in place, we're still running around and

 having bottles of sanitizer here and there but

 we're hoping for a chunk of money from our

 Criminal Justice Coordinating Council in Georgia

 who had offered funds to their programs and their

 needs for emergency support during this time and

 in the request that I have is for some permanent

 hands-free sanitizer stations to be put all over

 our facilities, and so that will be a permanent



 addition to our buildings that will certainly

 last for us from here forward.

 So that's a lesson learned.

 The thing that popped into my mind first, though,
 is that we've always talked the talk about

 self-care for our staff and this work that we do,

 yeah, you should have self I care.

 You go to meetings and you get a bag of goodies

 and that's self care and that's nice but with

 COVID and the stress and for us, the move in

 addition to this -- the other horrible things

 around racial quality and murders and protests

 and things going on, we've really been proactive

 in taking some steps for self-care for staff in

 particular, and we've started doing things that I

 see us continuing to do when we're out of this

 yuckiness that we're in and I think that that's

 going to stay with us.

 It's like pushed us into something that we should

 have been doing all along for ourselves, and I'm

 grateful for that at least.

 >>  Great, thank you.

 Do we have any other questions before we wrap up

 for the day?

 We do invite you to submit any questions you



 might have and in we're not able to get to them

 this afternoon, we'll be happy to get back with

 you.

 I do want to just take this time to say thank you
 to Nancy and Paul.

 You've both provided amazing information.

 I've learned some incredible things so thank you

 for sharing and just being real with us.

 We are relevant Greetful for you being here.

 Wanted to just let you know that we will be

 sending out the slide deck and we also will send

 out the recording and possibly some resource toss

 share with you all.

 Just wanted to remind you that we do have various

 resources available in regard to COVID and

 support there and you'll see that on the slide

 deck when you receive that.

 The last thing I just wanted to mention is we

 really do invite you to participate in the short

 survey that we're conducting.

 We really want to know what questions and things

 that you all need to know about and how we can

 help support you.

 So the survey is very short, probably takes 5

 minute to complete.

 If you could please take time, either now or in



 the future, you'll get a link to the survey

 monkey, if you could take time to fill that out

 and share your thoughts with us, we would really
 be appreciative.

 So just, again, want to thank you all for

 participating, thanks all the attendees for being

 with us today, and thank you to Paul and Nancy

 and all the other panelists.

 >>  Thank you for having me.

 >>  Yes, it was great.

 Thank you.
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